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Abstract. In this article I address the tension between evaluative

surveillance and privacy against the backdrop ofthe current explosion
of information technology. More specifically, and after a brief analysis

of privacy rights, I argue that knowledge of the different kinds of
surveillance used at any given company should be made explicit to
the employees. Moreover, there will be certain kinds of evaluativ
monitoring that violate privacy rights and should not be used in most
cases.
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Some
ofthe benefits include safer working conditions, increased productivity, and better

communication between employees, clients, and companies. The downside of
this revolution can be tedious working conditions and the loss of privacy and

autonomy. In the workplace there is a basic tension between surveillance
technology and privacy. Companies want to monitor employees and reward effort,
intelligence, productivity, and success while eliminating laziness, stupidity, theft,

and failure. The market demands no less of most businesses. But against this
pressure stands the individual within the walls of privacy?walls that protect
against invasions into private domains.
Jeremy Bentham once envisioned a prison workhouse that placed overseers
in a central tower with glass-walled cells and mirrors placed so that inmates
could never know if they were being watched.2 The idea was that "universal
transparency" would keep the prisoners on their best behavior. Recent develop?
ments in surveillance technology are promising to turn the workplace into the
modern equivalent of Bentham's workhouse. There are now computer programs
that allow employers to monitor and record the number of keystrokes per minute

an employee completes. Employee badges may allow the recording of move?
ments and time spent at different locations while working. There is now the
possibility of monitoring voice mail, e-mail, and phone logs?all without the
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knowledge or consent of those being watched. There are ev
systems that allow companies to track employee movement
employers have always sought to monitor employees it is a

digital technology has changed the game, so to speak. W
networked world, when this kind of surveillance technol
monitor all of us? And not by just governments, although
mare will be possible, but by our employers.
In this article I will address the tension between evaluative surveillance and

privacy against the backdrop of the current explosion of information tech
ogy. More specifically, and after a brief analysis and justification of priv
rights, I will argue that knowledge of the different kinds of surveillance u
any given company should be made explicit to the employees. Moreover, t
will be certain kinds of evaluative monitoring that violate privacy rights
should not be used in most cases. As we shall see, certain jobs may warran
smaller domain of privacy. We should not conclude, however, that the argum
used in these cases are easily generalized.

Privacy
Privacy may be understood as that state where others do not have access to
you or to information about you.3 I hasten to note that there are degrees of pri?
vacy. There are our own private thoughts that are never disclosed to anyone, as
well as information we share with loved ones. Furthermore, there is information
that we share with mere acquaintances and the general public. These privacy
relations with others can be pictured "in terms of a series of 'zones' or 'regions'
. . . leading to a 'core self.'"4 Thus, secrets shared with a loved one can still be
considered private, even though they have been disclosed.
In an important article dealing with privacy, morality, and the law, William
Parent offers the following definition of privacy.
Privacy is the condition of not having undocumented personal knowledge
about one possessed by others. A person's privacy is diminished exactly to
the degree that others possess this kind of knowledge about him. Documented information is information that is found in the public record or is
publicly available (e.g. information found in newspapers, court proceedings, and other official documents open to public inspection).5

The problem with this definition is that it leaves the notion of privacy dependent

upon what a soeiety or culture takes as documentation and what information is
available via the public record. Parent acts as if undocumented information is
private while documented information is not, and this is the end of the matter.
But surely the secret shared between lovers is private in one sense and not in
another. To take another case, consider someone walking in a public park. There
is almost no limit to the kinds of information that can be acquired from this
public display. One's image, height, weight, eye color, approximate age, and
general physical abilities are all readily available. Moreover, biological matter
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will also be left in the public domain?strands of hair and the like
behind. Since this matter, and the information contained within,
available it would seem that all of one's genetic profile is not private
Furthermore, what is publicly available information is dependent
nology. Telescopes, listening devices, heat imaging sensors, and th
up what most would consider private domains for public consumpti
are worried about is what should be considered a "private affair"?
that is no one else's business. Parent's conception of privacy is not
these concerns.

A right to privacy can be understood as a right to control access to oneself.

is a right to limit public access to the "core self?and this includes person

information that one never discloses?and to information that one discloses onl
to family and friends. For example, suppose that I wear a glove because I am
ashamed of a scar on my hand. If you were to snatch the glove away you woul
not only be violating my right to property?alas, the glove is mine to contro

you would also violate my right to privacy; a right to restrict access to information

about the scar on my hand. Similarly, if you were to focus your x-ray camera o

my hand, take a picture ofthe scar through the glove, and then publish the ph
tograph widely, you would violate a right to privacy.6
Having said something about what a right to privacy is we may ask how such
rights are justified. A promising line of argument combines notions of autonom
and respect for persons. A central and guiding principle of Western liberal democracies is that individuals, within certain limits, may set and pursue their ow
life goals and projects. Rights to privacy erect a moral boundary that allows
individuals the moral space to order their lives as they see fit.7 Privacy protect
us from the prying eyes and ears of governments, corporations, and neighbor
Within the walls of privacy we may experiment with new ways of living tha

may not be accepted by the majority. Privacy, autonomy, and sovereignty, it would

seem, come bundled together.
A second but related line of argument rests on the claim that privacy right
stand as a bulwark against governmental oppression and totalitarian regimes. If
individuals have rights to control personal information and to limit access to
themselves, within certain constraints, then the kinds of oppression that we ha
witnessed in the twentieth century would be near impossible. Put another way,
oppressive regimes are to consolidate and maintain power, then privacy right
(broadly defined) must be eliminated or severely restricted. If correct, privacy
rights would be a core value that limits the forces of oppression.8
Arguably any plausible account of human well-being or flourishing will hav
as a component a strong right to privacy. Controlling who has access to ourselves is an essential part of being a happy and free person. This may be why
"peeping Toms" and rapists are held up as moral monsters?they cross a bound
ary that should never be crossed without consent.

Surely each of us has the right to control our own thoughts, hopes, feeling
and plans, as well as a right to restrict access to information about our lives,
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family, and friends. I would argue that what grounds these

to privacy. While complete control of all our personal informa

for many of us, simply because the information is alread
likely cannot or will not be destroyed, this does not detr
personal information ownership. Through our daily activ
and leave digital footprints that others may follow and ex
these things does not obviously sanction the gathering an
sure of such information by others.
Whatever kind of information we are considering there
that individuals have control over. For example, in purch
filling out the car loan application, no one would deny we e
demand that such information not be sold to other compan
this is true for any disclosed personal information whethe
tionnaire information, video rental records, voting inform
applications. In agreeing with this view, one first has to
have the right to control their own personal information
ments about controlling information presuppose that one
right to control this information.

If I am correct about all of this, then there is a fairly st
favor of individual privacy rights?even in the workplace.
tographer taking pictures of me about the house is my con
that absent such consent a serious violation of privacy wo
Consent is also necessary, I will argue, for employee mon
lies the problem. Under what conditions does consent or
appropriate sort of permission. Alas, the initial bargaining
if we are to be morally bound by the outcome.

Privacy in the Workplace

We are now in a position to consider an individual's rig
context of a working environment where evaluative surve

sary and desirable. If pay increases, promotion, profit
incentive pay are to be based on effort, desert, and succe
ceptable methods of monitoring employees.
Consider the following case. In January 1990, Alana Shoars,

the electronic mail system at Epson America Inc, discovered th

monitoring the e-mail messages of its employees. She was show

outs of employee e-mail messages?messages that she thought w

the use of passwords. "I glanced over at some of the printouts,

bells went off in my head. As far as Fd known, as e-mail c

possible to do such a thing."9 Upon criticizing this breach of e
Shoars was dismissed from the company for insubordination.1

This case represents only the tip of the iceberg with re

monitoring. A survey of companies in Macworld concerning el
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"reported that 21.6 percent of the 301 participating companies adm
ing employee files, including electronic work files (73.8 percent),
percent), network messages (27.7 percent) and voice mail (15.4 perce
even more alarming, only 30.8 percent ofthe companies surveyed
warning ofthe monitoring activities.12
In the most general terms, the case of Alana Shoars and e-mail
highlights the tension between rights to control information and in
vacy in the workplace. What was objectionable with Epson America'
was not their wish to control the information that was found on t
computer network. The objection is that their employees were not n
monitoring or the strict company policy forbidding personal use of
Epson argued that the system was company-owned and therefore
mation found in e-mail accounts, private or otherwise, was justifiab
for inspection. Moreover, it could be argued that notification of s
was both unnecessary and unwise from a corporate perspective. If e
of monitoring was known to an employee, then the data collected
most worthless. It would be like telling the fakes to start faking.
Thin Consent

Justifying employee monitoring in light of privacy rights begins with what I
call thin consent. A first step in justifying a kind of monitoring is employee
notification. The consent takes the following form: if your employment is to
continue then you must agree to such-and-so kinds of surveillance. This is appropriately called "thin consent" because it is assumed that jobs are hard to find,
the employee in question needs the job, etc. Nevertheless, quitting is a viable
option. The force of such agreements or contracts is echoed by Ronald Dworkin.
If a group contracted in advance that disputes amongst them would be settled
in a particular way, the fact of that contract would be a powerful argument

that such disputes should be settled in that way when they do arise. The
contract would be an argument in itself, independent of the force of the
reasons that might have led different people to enter the contract. Ordinarily, for example, each of the parties supposes that a contract he signs is
in his own interest; but if someone has made a mistake in calculating his
self-interest, the fact that he did contract is a strong reason for the fairness
of holding him nevertheless to the bargain.13

An employee cannot consent, even thinly, to a type of monitoring if it is
unknown to her. Given a fairly strong presumption in favor of privacy, thin con?
sent would seem obligatory. Here the employee would be notified of each different

type of monitoring. Individual acts of surveillance, however, would not require
notification?thus slackers would not be notified to stop slacking.
Moreover, a thin consent policy for each different type of surveillance allows
companies and businesses to seize the moral high ground in one important re?
spect. There is no sneaking around riffling through office files, midnight program

installations, or hidden backdoor keys into e-mail accounts. All of this up front
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and in the open. Part of what makes this kind of employee mo

is the deceit involved. Locked voice-mail accounts, e-mail

ers present the air of privacy when these domains are anyt
In any case it should be clear that thin consent is not e
array of monitoring systems that are now possible or will
in every case. When jobs are scarce, unemployment high, a
tance programs swamped, thin consent becomes thin indee
employees will be virtually forced to relinquish privacy b
consequences if they don't. But notice what happens when
extreme. Assume a condition of negative unemployment w
more jobs than employees and where changing jobs is relat
stances such as these, thin consent has become quite thick
were to agree to a certain type of monitoring in these favo
would think it justified.
As we slide from one extreme to the other?from a pro-b

(lots of workers and few jobs yields low wage overhea

environment (lots of jobs and few workers yields high em
this method of justification becomes more plausible. What
necessary condition ends up looking like a sufficient cond
the exact point where thin consent becomes thick enough
tory burden required is a difficult matter. The promise of
on the circumstances. Minimally, if the conditions favor th
plausible to maintain that actual consent would be enough
sumption in favor of privacy.

Hypothetical Thick Consent

As noted above, thick consent is possible when employm
mize the costs of finding a comparable job for an employee
employee who doesn't have to work, but agrees to anyway
kind of consent?assuming of course they have been notif
types of monitoring that will occur. What justifies a certai
is that it would be agreeable to a worker in a pro-employee
consent is obtained and the test of hypothetical thick con
have reason to think that a strong presumption in favor of
tifiably surpassed.
We will also have to assume that the hypothetical worke
is modestly interested in maintaining control over private
constructed individual has nothing to hide and a general
then any type of surveillance will pass the test. And if I
importance of privacy with respect to sovereignty and aut
be interested in retaining such control. Rawls's notion of
behind a veil of ignorance may be of some service here.14 I
ing did not know whether she was a worker, manager, or o
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that anyone would be interested in retaining control over private d
the correct vantage point for determining binding agreements wi
attained.

The force of hypothetical contracts has been called into question by Dworkin
and others?"A hypothetical contract is not simply a pale form of an actual con?
tract; it is no contract at all."15 Here I agree with Dworkin. The moral bindingness

of hypothetical contracts has to do with the reasons for why we would choose to
do this or that. Viewing it this way, hypothetical contracts are simply devices
that enable us to more clearly understand the reasons, moral or otherwise, for
adopting a particular institution or process. Dworkin notes,
There must be reasons, of course, why I would have agreed if asked in
advance, and these may also be reasons why it is fair to enforce these rules
against me even if I have not agreed. But my hypothetical consent does not
count as a reason, independent of these other reasons, for enforcing the
rules against me, as my actual agreement would have.16

Thus the test of hypothetical thick consent can be understood as a way of
clarifying, and allowing us to arrive at, a position that is fair and sensible.
Hereafter, when I talk of hypothetical consent and the moral force of such
agreements, be aware that this is simply a tool or device that is notifying us
when privacy rights may be justifiably relaxed.
Taking up the Epson case again, we may ask if a policy of e-mail monitoring
would satisfy the test of hypothetical thick consent. Here we are to imagine a
world where there were numerous jobs like the ones found at Epson and that
moving to these other jobs would be relatively easy. Moreover, given that there
is no industry-wide interest in monitoring e-mail activity many of these other
positions would not include e-mail monitoring. If an employee would not agree
under these conditions, then this type of surveillance would fail the test. Had
Epson notified its employees of a company e-mail monitoring policy, then those
employees who stayed on at Epson would have given thin consent. But we should
not rush to judge that such a policy would be automatically justified unless the
test of hypothetical thick consent is also met. Meeting this latter test in the Epson

case seems unlikely.
I take a virtue of hypothetical thick consent to be that satisfaction is deter?
mined by imagining a pro-employee situation and then asking what an employee
would do in the face of some kind of surveillance. Some may charge that I am
stacking the deck, however. Why not imagine a pro-business situation and then
ask what an employee would do. We wouldn't have to do much imagining though,
and employee consent in such conditions wouldn't justify anything. Moreover,
if I am correct in positing privacy rights for each of us, then the deck is already
stacked. There is a presumption in favor of individuals having control over per?

sonal information?we have privacy rights. Since employee surveillance may
cross into private domains, we must consider under what conditions a privacy
right may be given up or relaxed. In relatively few cases is thin consent thick
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enough to handle the justificatory burden. Hence, the use
consent. We are imagining a case where the bargaining sit
ployee?and if agreement is offered in these conditions, t
think that the type of surveillance in question is warrant
I hasten to note that even in a pro-employee environm
certain kinds of employee monitoring that would be nece
Punching a time clock or measuring time spent working
occur in almost any business or company. Even in a pro-e
would have to be minimized. It is not as if McDonald's would become so des-

perate for workers that they would leave the register drawers open

employees to come and go as they please, and continue to pay wages. Th
ket demands that businesses make a profit or at least break even. Given
there will be certain kinds of employee monitoring that every business w
Moreover, there will be employment-specific monitoring as well. For ex
trucking companies will have to monitor driving records and ensure that
maintain the appropriate skills needed to operate the big rigs. This kind
veillance may be required by the market or by legislation of one kind or a
There may be laws that require certain licenses that make businesses lia
noncompliance. Absent laws or other government regulation, market eff
may require certain kinds of monitoring. An example of the latter may
ployee time monitoring. The hypothetical or constructed truck driver, no
where he goes, will be subject to certain kinds of monitoring. So, even in
employee environment certain kinds of surveillance will be justified?tho
that are necessary for doing business.
So far I have been pursuing a kind of top-down strategy in presenting
principles and considering arguments that may be marshaled to suppor
principles. If I am correct, thin consent will justify certain kinds of mon
when employment conditions favor the employee. Absent such condition
ally occurring, we can imagine what an employee would choose if she we
pro-employee environment. If she would agree to a type of monitoring fr
vantage point?either because every business in her field will monitor in
way she is considering or she agrees for some other reason (maybe beca
new monitoring policy will benefit her in some way)?then the monitor
permitted. In the next section I will pursue a bottom-up strategy by pre
certain cases and then examining how the proposed model fits with the
and our intuitions about them.

Test Cases and Illustrations

Let us begin with an easy one first. Suppose that one day an employe
approached by his boss and is informed that the company will be moving t
new building. Excited about the new digs, the employee tours the recently c
structed office and is quite dismayed. It seems that management has been rea
Bentham's Panopticon and the site has been built so that employee cubicles
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be monitored by an overseer who can't himself be seen. The video ca
in the new office have been placed so that computer screens can b

well as facial expressions, body motions, and the like. The employ
and asks what conceivable purpose such a system could have at
company. Management replies that only someone with something t
object and this system of monitoring will allow hard workers to
and fairly compensated.
We may now ask if such a monitoring system is justified in relat
thetical thick consent. I think it is clear that an individual who is
interested in protecting privacy and in a pro-employee environment
other things being equal, and find similar employment elsewhere.
things being equal" exception is important because if management w
employee salaries then maybe a deal could be made?no privacy at w

of cash.17 Outside of such offers the presumption in favor of privacy r

not have been surpassed for this type of surveillance.
Before moving on, I would like to briefly address the kinds of
were offered for why employees shouldn't oppose this kind of moni
that an employee should have nothing to hide is irrelevant. It is he
that is being monitored and so it is up to her to deny access. Wheth
has something to hide is nobody's business. We all may have perfe
bedroom lives and have nothing to hide in this area. Nevertheless,
company video camera and wake-up siren on the bedroom wall can
least bit be supported by such reasons. Employee benefit is equally,
same reasons, dubious.

Consider a different case. Suppose in an effort to eliminate "tim
company begins using "active badges" that monitor employee move
at work. These badges are sophisticated enough to monitor time spe
cific area. So, employees who linger in the break room, arrive late,
and stroll the halls, will be discovered and treated accordingly.
Few would deny that time monitoring is a necessary part of an

Nevertheless, there will be more and less invasive ways to mo

Bentham's Panopticon with a time overseer is one of the more inv
ods. Given that there are various less invasive ways to obtain this
about employees, it would seem that a constructed individual interes
taining private domains would not agree to this type of surveillan
most companies such a policy would be unjustified. There may be
however. For example the U.S. Pentagon, Arms R&D departments, a
may have to maintain this level of monitoring to ensure secrecy.18
college professors in this way is clearly unjustifiable.
A final case that I would like to discuss deals with remote comput
ing. The case is provided by John Whalen.

A recent ad for Norton-Lambert's Close-Up/LAN software package tem
managers to "look in on Sue's computer screen.... Sue doesn't even k
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you're there!" . . . these "remote monitoring" capabilities .
work administrators to peek at an employee's screen in real
files and e-mail at will, tabulate keystroke speed and accur
pass words, and even seize control of a remote workstation.

Dynamics Corp.'s Peak and Spy; Microcom Inc.'s LANlor

Net Ware; and Neon Software's NetMinder not only improv
tions and productivity, they turn employees' cubicles into c

stations.19

While this kind of employee monitoring may yield some benefits, the
preponderance of the evidence would suggest otherwise. Some studies have
shown that these monitoring systems produce fear, resentment, and elevate stress

levels.20 Another study concluded that "the introduction of computerized
performance monitoring may result in a workplace that is less satisfying to many

employees ... [and] creates a more competitive environment which may decrease
the quality of social relationships."21
Putting aside the unsavory consequences we may ask if such monitoring passes
either test under consideration. First the test of thin consent would not be passed
if the employees being monitored were not notified of such practices. Given the
absence of a clear pro-employee environment in most industries that would use
such surveillance, even if employees were notified the consent would seem too
thin. Moreover, remote computer monitoring would fail the test of hypothetical
thick consent for most companies. Individuals who did not know if they were
the owner, manager, or employee would not agree to such privacy invasions.
The presumption in favor of privacy would thus remain intact.
Conclusion

As noted in the opening, high-tech surveillance is promising to turn the m
ern workplace into an Orwellian nightmare achieving Bentham's ideal workh

for prisoners?"universal transparency." And even if such monitoring someh
produced an overall net increase in utility, it would still be unjustifiable. So
times the consequences be damned. Not that I think generally good conseque
could be had from such surveillance. Arguably, human beings are the most p

ductive and creative in conditions completely opposite from those foun
Bentham's Panopticon.

In this article I have argued that individuals have rights to privacy that sh
us from the prying eyes and ears of neighbors, governments, and corporati
electronic eyes and ears are no more welcome. If we begin with a fairly stro

presumption in favor of privacy and test different types of employee monitorin

with thin and hypothetical thick consent, many currently used kinds of surv
lance will be unjustified. Arguably this consent is necessary and sufficient
overriding or relaxing privacy rights with respect to employee monitoring.22

will each spend at least a quarter of our lives and a large part of our most produc

tive years at work. This environment should be constructed to promote crea
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and productive activity while maintaining the
ish. Although privacy rights are not absolute,
world filled with devices that may be used to
us, we should take privacy invasions?whether
the workplace?much more seriously.

zones of privacy that we all
it would seem that in a netw
capture information about
at home, on a public street,
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(11th. Cir. 1983), and Hendricks et al., Your Right to Privacy, Part 2.
13Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977);
reprinted in Justice: Alternative Political Perspectives, 3rd ed., ed. James Sterba (Belmont,
Calif.: Wadsworth, 1999), p. 126 (all page references refer to the reprint).

14J. Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), pp. 136?
142. The hope is that Rawls's veil of ignorance will serve as a device that ensures impartiality.
15Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, pp. 126-27.

,6Ibid., p. 127.
17Employment agreements grant rights, powers, liberties, and duties to both parties. Thus
an employee may trade privacy for some kind of compensation like time off or the opportu?

nity to learn. When tradeoffs such as these have occurred we may take the obligations,
generated by the agreement, as prima facie?alas, the agreement may have been brokered in
unfair conditions. If I am correct, fairness of conditions and binding agreements that justifiably relax rights are guaranteed when the tests of thin and hypothetical thick consent are

passed.

18Even in these cases the different types of surveillance used should be made explicit to
every employee.
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19J. Whalen, "You're Not Paranoid: They Really Are Watching You," Wired Mag
March 1995.

20Richard Spinello, Ethical Aspects of Information Technology (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice Hall, 1995), p. 128.
21R. H. Irving, C. A. Higgins, and F. R. Safayeni, "Computerized Performance Monitor?
ing Systems: Use and Abuse," Communications ofthe ACM, August 1986, p. 800.
22I take consequentialist concerns to be factored into laws or market demands. That is,
hypothetical thick consent includes utility maximization arguments for requiring licenses,
safety regulations, and the like.
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